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G
raphene, a single sheet of graph-
ite, is an emerging new material
for nanoelectronic devices and

holds the potential to be the successor to

silicon.1�5 As a truly two-dimensional sys-

tem and a zero-gap semiconductor, where

the carriers behave as massless fermions,

graphene possesses a number of remark-

able electronic properties such as tunable

carrier type and density,4 exceptionally high

carrier mobility,5 and quantization of the

conductivity,1 making it ideal for use in

nanoelectronics. On the other hand, silicon

has fundamental limitations inhibiting op-

eration in ever-shrinking device sizes used

in microelectronics, optics, and sensors.5

Bringing graphene to the level of a tech-

nologically relevant material depends upon

improved understanding and control of

the structure and properties of this novel

material.1�5 The properties of graphene-

based nanostructures can be modified and

controlled by the introduction of functional-

ized chemical groups.12 In order to utilize

their remarkable electrical characteristics, it

would be highly desirable to understand

the associated electronic structures. In this

regard, intensive efforts are being made to

explore the properties of functionalized

graphene nanostructures.

By patterning graphene into a narrow

ribbon structure, the carriers are laterally

confined to form a quasi-one-dimensional

(1D) system, similar to the case of single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs).7�9

Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) can be con-

sidered as unrolled SWNTs and are advanta-

geous over nanotubes for electronics ow-

ing to the planar 2D structure that enables

circuit design with standard lithography

techniques.7�9 Graphene can be cut with

different shapes and selected edge direc-
tion. The formation of associated 1D sub-
bands is expected to yield an energy gap for
certain ribbon widths and crystallographic
directions.10,11 By tailoring the ribbon width,
it is possible to design semiconductor GNRs
with a tunable band gap.5,6 The fundamen-
tal issue of band gap engineering in GNRs
has been recently addressed in several ex-
perimental studies.6,12 The conductance of
the GNR depends crucially on the edge
structures,12 and noncovalent polymer-
functionalized GNRs exhibit all-
semiconducting behavior,6 in contrast to
SWNTs that contain about one-third metal-
lic species. It is clear that the confinement in
edges and noncovalent polymer functional-
ization are responsible for these observa-
tions, but the origin of this remarkable all-
semiconducting behavior is not fully
understood.

The modular structure and hierarchical
assembly properties of �-conjugated poly-
mers make these macromolecules very at-
tractive to the rational design of nanoma-
terials via supramolecular functionaliza-
tion.13 The chromophore backbone or side
chain of the polymers can form a uniquely
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ABSTRACT The electronic structure characteristics of supramolecular functionalization of graphene

nanoribbons with �-conjugated polymers are investigated using first-principles density functional theory.

Noncovalent polymer functionalization leads to distinct changes in the electronic properties, particularly the

band gaps of metallic and semimetallic graphene nanoribbons. A detailed analysis of band alignments reveals a

profound level hybridization for ribbons with various shaped edges and spin density waves near the edges of

zigzag ribbons. The extracted planar polymer conformations and the disappearance of the metallic behavior are

in conformity with experimental observations.
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ordered three-dimensional structure and be tailored to

exhibit the suitable affinity to achieve improved disper-

sion. Poly[(m-phenylene vinylene)-alt-(p-phenylene

vinylene)] (PmPV) (see Figure 1), the most studied poly-

meric dispersing reagent and capable of forming a he-

lical conformation to embrace SWNTs of certain diam-

eters,13 effectively disperse sub-10 nm GNRs with

ultrasmooth edges.6 The solution-phase-derived GNRs

stably suspend in solvents with noncovalent PmPV

functionalization, which afford outstanding graphene

field effect transistors.6

Quantitative understanding of charge transfer at

the interface and the spatial distribution of the result-

ing charge carriers is a critical input to device design.

Here we present a comprehensive investigation of

structural and electronic properties of PmPV-

functionalized GNRs. Our results show that the ��� in-
teraction between the PmPV and the GNRs manifests it-
self via the formation of planar PmPV conformations.
First-principles calculations on the electronic structures
further reveal that there exists profound level hybridiza-
tion for the PmPV-functionalized GNRs, which leads to
distinct changes in the electronic properties, particu-
larly the band gap opening for metallic and semimetal-
lic GNRs.

We have employed a combination of force-field-
based molecular dynamics (MD)14 and first-principles
density functional calculations with plane wave basis15

to investigate the structural and electronic properties of
PmPV-functionalized GNRs. Force-field-based MD14

was used to prescreen molecular geometries, and first-
principles calculations15 were employed to determine
the electronic structure of functionalized GNRs. Periodic
boundary conditions were employed in the x direction
with a supercell large enough to eliminate the interac-
tion between neighboring GNRs. An energy cutoff of
300 eV was sufficient to converge the grid integration
of the charge density, and the Monkhorst�Pack k-point
mesh of 7 � 1 � 1 was found to provide sufficient ac-
curacy in the Brillouin zone integration. The structures
were obtained by fully minimizing the forces and stress
in first-principles calculations with forces less than 0.01
eV/Å. Although the local density approximation16 to the
density functional theory underestimates the band
gap, the many-body correction is smaller for sp2 than
for sp3 configurations.17

One of the fundamental issues is how the noncova-
lent interaction affects the PmPV conformations. As a
test case, we have employed the simulation approach
to the study of noncovalent functionalization of PmPV
helically wrapping around the SWNTs. The helical con-
formation of the �-conjugated backbone of PmPV
forms a defined cavity (�1.5 nm in diameter), which
provides a favorable environment to selectively host
SWNTs of comparable diameters.13 Our MD calculation
results demonstrate that the semirigid �-conjugated
polymer backbone has certain flexibility to adjust its
conformation during wrapping, and the wrapped poly-
mer successfully adopts a helical conformation.13 As
shown in Figure 1, the phenylene vinylene (PV) frag-
ments are arranged either perpendicular or parallel to
the SWNT surface in the assembly process to facilitate
��� interactions. The optimized structure favors paral-
lel configurations. Furthermore, the functionalized
SWNTs preserve the integrity of the electronic struc-
ture of pristine semiconducting and metallic SWNTs in
that there exists a paucity of modification in the charge
distribution of states near the Fermi level.

The GNRs involved in the present study were con-
structed based on sp2 hybridization model. In order to
study intrinsic properties, the edges of the ribbons were
passivated by hydrogen atoms, resulting in neutral
bond saturated GNRs. The initial value of 1.42 and 1.10

Figure 1. Chemical structure of a PmPV unit, where R is the side chain
used in experiments such as C8H17 or C6H13, along with the top view of
the PmPV wrapping around semiconducting (7,5) and metallic (8,8)
nanotubes. Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms on the PmPV are
represented with blue, white, and red, respectively.

Figure 2. Top view of optimized structure of PmPV-functionalized
7-ZGNR (a) and 12-AGNR (b). The carbon atoms at the PmPV and GNR
are colored with dark green and amber, respectively. The side chains
of the PmPV are replaced with hydrogen in first-principle calculations
for simplicity, as the effect of side chain on electronic structure is not
important.6,13
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Å was used for C�C and C�H bonds, respectively. The

armchair and zigzag structures of GNRs as seen in Fig-

ure 2 were constructed by cutting an infinite graphene

sheet along the (n,n) and (n,0) directions, respectively.

The naming of the armchair and zigzag GNRs (AGNR

and ZGNR) follows the edge structure

nomenclature,10,11 such that an armchair (zigzag) tube

unfolds into a zigzag (armchair) ribbon. Intensive MD

simulation study indicates that the PmPV polymer pos-

sesses flat planar geometries that are spontaneously at-

tracted to the GNRs, in agreement with experimental

observation of a uniform PmPV suspension.6 The ridge

shaped PmPV suspension facilitates planar ��� inter-

actions, which is the counterpart of the helical wrap-

ping pattern on SWNTs. The structures obtained from

force-field-based MD calculations are further fully opti-

mized using the first-principles method. The structural

parameters of the optimized GNRs are summarized in

Table 1. The average distance between the GNRs and

the PmPV is around 3.4 Å, about twice the van der

Waals radius of carbon. The noncovalent polymer func-

tionalization induces slight distortion to the flat ribbon

due to the existence of edges. However, the PmPV can

successfully adjust the torsion angles to facilitate the

planar ��� interactions. The effect of distortion on the

extracted binding energy diminishes with increase of

the ribbon width. Careful examination of the binding

between the PmPV and GNRs of various shaped edges

suggests that there is no preferred alignments for the

PmPV polymer interacting GNRs with various shaped

edges.

The energy gaps that open at the Fermi level de-

pend on the ribbon width and the details of the rib-

bon edge geometry and termination. Our results of the

band structures of pristine GNRs are consistent with

previous theoretical studies.10,11 Previous theoretical

studies have shown that the band gap of ultrathin GNR

with armchair edges generally opens up due to the

quantum confinement and the edge bond relaxation.

The oscillatory band gap for GNR with armchair edges

(or the fact that the Eg
0 value for 11-AGNR is between the

values for 10-AGNR and 12-AGNR) can be explained by

the Fermi wavelength in the direction normal to the rib-

bon direction. Similar to zigzag SWNTs, the band gaps

of AGNRs are divided into three groups, with the 3p �

2, 3p � 1, and 3p group (p is a positive integer) having

a small, medium, and large gap, respectively. For each

group, the gaps decrease with increasing width, w, in an

approximate 1/w fashion.10,11

The characteristic features of band structures of the

PmPV-functionalized AGNRs are shown in Figure 3

along with those of pristine AGNRs for comparison.

The three AGNRs presented, 10-AGNR, 11-AGNR, and

12-AGNR, are representative cases for 3p � 1, 3p � 2,

Figure 4. Charge density (blue) for VBM and CBM of PmPV-
functionalized 11-AGNR (top panel) as compared to that of the pris-
tine one (bottom panel). The sign of the wave function is indicated by
light blue and yellow regions, respectively. The isovalue is 0.02 au.

TABLE 1. Calculated Ribbon Width (WR), PmPV Width (WP),
Angle of the PmPV Ridges (�), Unit Cell Length (d),
Average Distance between the Ribbon and the PmPV
(dR�P), Band Gap of Pristine GNRs (Eg

0), Gap of PmPV-
Functionalized GNRs (Eg)

10-AGNR 11-AGNR 12-AGNR 7-ZGNR 8-ZGNR

WR (Å) 11.0 12.2 13.5 13.5 15.5
WP (Å) 4.2 4.1 4.1 7.3 7.3
� (°) 144 145 145 113 113
d (Å) 22.6 22.6 22.6 22.1 22.1
dR�P (Å) 3.44 3.43 3.43 3.38 3.41
Eg

0 (eV) 1.12 0.12 0.57 0.33 0.33
Eg (eV) 1.15 0.24 0.59 0.28 0.27

Figure 3. Calculated band structures of pristine (left panel)
and functionalized (right panel) AGNRs. The PmPV-derived
bands are colored red; X � �/a and L � �/d, where a � 2.46
Å and d � 22.6 Å.
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and 3p AGNRs, respectively. In connection with the dis-

tinct edge bond relaxations, the oscillatory band gap

feature for the three cases can be readily observable in

Table 1. The functionalized AGNRs have larger unit cells.

As a result, the bands fold the pristine ones in accor-

dance with the smaller reciprocal space mesh. While

there is a paucity of modifications for the gap of 3p and

3p � 1 PmPV-functionalized AGNRs, the band gap

doubles for the 11-AGNR with the PmPV functionaliza-

tion. In all the cases, the band gap remains direct at �

for pristine and PmPV-functionalized AGNRs.

The band alignment between the GNR and the

PmPV is based on the lineup of charge neutrality levels

of the two components.18,19 The gap between the

highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the

lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for the

PmPV is 2.1 eV. The corresponding PmPV-derived states

are shown as red lines in Figure 3. In all such cases, the

band alignment is type-I such that charge carriers in va-

lence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band

minimum (CBM) accumulate in the AGNRs. In the ab-

sence of edge bond relaxation, the 3p � 2 group would

exhibit a zero gap to be metallic, analogous to their

SWNT counterpart.10,17 However, because the effective

ribbon width (the distance between the two nodal

points at the edge) is not exactly in conformity with

the corresponding wave vector associated with the

Fermi point of graphene, a small gap opens up. This cor-

relates to different overlaps at the edge. In order to sub-
stantiate this, we depict the charge density of the VBM
and the CBM in Figure 4 for pristine and PmPV-
functionalized AGNRs. As the functionalization leads to
similar charge density distributions for the VBM and
CBM states, the increase of the band gap due to nonco-
valent PmPV functionalization is mainly attributed to
the enhanced mismatch in the Fermi wavelength,
which arises from the unique 3D structure of the
polymer�GNR nanohybrid. Closer scrutiny of the ener-
getics contribution indicates that the edges quench the
kinetic energy of the itinerant carriers and leads to the
flat bands.

An important ramification of present simulation re-
sults for AGNRs is the verification of all-semiconducting
behavior for armchair and chiral GNRs, along with the
lessened oscillatory band gap feature. The SWNT coun-
terparts refer to zigzag and chiral tubes, which are
either semiconducting or semimetallic depending upon
the chiral indices (n,m). While the band alignment
analysis indicates a similar type-I line up for SWNTs
and GNRs,18 the edge bond relaxation and noncova-
lent PmPV functionalization prompt an increase of the
band gap for semimetallic GNR species. As a conse-
quence, in order to confirm all-semiconducting behav-
ior of functionalized GNRs observed experimentally, we
are left to examine electronic characteristics of func-
tionalized ZGNRs.

Armchair SWNTs are truly metallic due to the indi-
rect overlap of � and �* bands.21 The metallic armchair
tubes may open up a pseudogap due to breaking of ro-
tational symmetry in bundled samples.21 Constructed
through unfolding armchair SWNTs, ZGNRs have metal-
lic ground state within spin-restricted calculations, and
the minor distortion to the ZGNR due to PmPV function-
alization does not lead to the opening of an energy
gap. However, spin-polarized calculations reveal an en-
ergy gap due to the staggered magnetization of bipar-
tition A and B lattices, consistent with previous
calculations.10,11,20 Zigzag edges contain either all A or
all B sites, and a half-metallicity state22 can be realized
when an external electric field is applied across the rib-
bon. Of particular interest is whether the magnetic
states can be sustained with noncovalent polymer func-
tionalization since the functionalization breaks the sym-
metry of the A and B sublattices. We illustrate in Figure
5 the band structures of the pristine and PmPV-
functionalized 8-ZGNR, together with the band struc-
ture of �-conjugated PmPV for the band alignment
analysis. Both pristine and functionalized ZGNRs have
spin-degenerate dispersions. The functionalized ZGNRs
have a direct gap at the band edge. The resulting con-
duction band is flat due to the band folding of the flat
band of the pristine ZGNR. The flat band feature can
also be seen for the VBM state, which is indicative of lo-
calized states. As shown in Figure 6, the spin-polarized
charge density of PmPV-functionalized 8-ZGNRs is con-

Figure 5. Calculated band structures of the spin-polarized
8-ZGNR (left panel), a periodic structured PmPV (central
panel), and the spin-polarized PmPV-functionalized 8-ZGNR
(right panel). PmPV-derived bands are colored red; X � �/a
and Lz � �/d, where a � 2.46 Å and d � 22.1 Å. The VBM
(dash-dotted line) is set to zero.

Figure 6. Charge density (blue for spin up and red for spin down) for
the VBM and CBM states of the PmPV-functionalized 8-ZGNR.
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fined at edge of the ZGNR for VBM and CBM. It is worth
noting that the symmetry of charge distributions be-
tween the A and B sublattice edges is broken, depend-
ing on the location of the PmPV. In contrast to the stag-
gered magnetism in bipartition lattices, the spin up
and spin down alternates on each side of the ZGNRs.
The spin alternative creates what is known as spin den-
sity waves and has a characteristic wavelength of 1.96
nm. The spin density wave state is 0.013 eV lower in en-
ergy per edge atom than the paramagnetic state.

In conclusion, we have presented comprehensive
studies for the electronic structure of PmPV-
functionalized GNRs. The important role of the edge
bond relaxation and the noncovalent functionalization
on electronic structure characteristics is investigated.
For ZGNR, the ground state changes from 2D staggered
antiferromagnetic state for pristine ribbons to the edge-
confined spin density wave state for the PmPV-
functionalized ZGNRs. Our results demonstrate that
noncovalent polymer functionalization could be used
to tailor the band gap of a fixed GNR width, resulting in
the enhancement of device performances. We remark,
before closing, that it is straightforward to employ this
approach to novel noncovalent functionalizations with
a variety of �-conjugated polymers, and the investiga-
tion of the relevant electronic structures will provide an
invaluable tool for developing graphene-based
nanodevices.
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